Crane Construction Company LLC

is a rare breed in the construction industry. Crane was founded

on the philosophy that our owners be intimately involved in every
project. Quality and client satisfaction are the most important
aspects of the company. Our people love what they do and have the
longevity to prove it. A family-owned and operated business with

roots in construction for more than 60 years, we’ve built a reputation
for excellence, collaboration and integrity.

We partner with a diverse range of clients in areas including retail,
restaurants, hospitality, commercial and multi-family residential,
and manage a full range of services throughout the construction

process. Some of the most iconic brands in the world have come to

us with their most sophisticated and complex needs, and we have
helped turn their visions into realities.

Our unique approach stems from the belief that bigger is not always
better. We take on a limited number of projects each year to ensure
that our Principals are involved with every project, and each is
handled meticulously from start to finish. This approach allows us to

be more agile and innovative, and our lack of bureaucracy provides
unmatched efficiency and client satisfaction.

Crane’s greatest asset is our people. Our staff includes second

and third-generation family members and many individuals who
have been with the company for decades. We are experienced,

passionate about what we do and work as a team to ensure the best
and most efficient outcome for our clients.

MARKETS

RETAIL

Our retail experience spans 48 states working on projects with a wide-range of
clients including:
Dior

David Yurman

Tumi

J. Jill

Bvlgari

Thomas Pink

Soul Cycle

Ann Taylor

Gucci

Barbour

Tommy Bahama

Nike

Dolce & Gabbana

Shreve & Co

Vineyard Vines

Chico’s

Versace

Yves Saint Laurent

William Sonoma

Coach

Ralph Lauren

Aritzia

Pottery Barn Kids

West Elm

These projects range in size and complexity from fabricating simple shelving for a
major furniture retailer to building all of the Disney stores in New York City.

RESTAURANTS

From fine dining to fast casual, we have built more than 100 restaurants, many as
repeat clients. Over the past two decades, our work has taken us to cities all over
the country including Chicago, Las Vegas, Orlando, Miami, Washington, DC and
Philadelphia. We’ve partnered with well-known chefs and popular restaurants including:
Sixteen at Trump Tower

Weber Grill

Prime & Provisions

Blue Water Grill

LYFE Kitchen

Giordano’s

Capital Grille

Urban Market Food Court
JP Morgan Chase

Tommy Bahama
Restaurant & Bar

Benny’s Prime Chophouse

AceBounce

Siena Tavern
Mastro’s Steakhouse

House of Blues

Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse
Roti
& Wine Bar
Hard Rock Café
Smith & Wollensky

Frontera Cocina
Disney Springs

David Burke’s Steakhouse
Smoky Bones Bar &
Fire Grill
S/K/Y

HOSPITALITY
Working in partnership with major hotel franchises as well as boutique hotels, we have handled major
new construction and renovation projects for clients including the Chicago Hilton, Chicago Fairmont and
The James Hotel (Chicago).

COMMERCIAL
Our commercial work encompasses a diverse range of projects including retail centers, industrial
projects and corporate renovations for companies such as AAR Corp., Midwest Truck & Auto Parts,
Mechanical Servants, and Mid-Res.

RESIDENTIAL
We continue to build off what has historically been the foundation of our business. Over the past fifty
years Crane has constructed more than 10,000 apartment units. These have ranged from top-end
condominiums to multi-family apartments including senior housing.

DEVELOPMENT
Our development arm specializes solely in affordable, independent senior housing. In 2013, we completed
our first 81-unit affordable senior housing development in Glendale Heights, Ill. a suburb of Chicago. In
June of 2017, we broke ground on a 51-unit affordable senior development in Yorkville, IL. Future projects
are currently being developed by our affiliate company GC Housing Development LLC.

OUR HISTORY

Crane was founded by Morton J. Crane during the late 1940’s in Chicago. Over
the next 30 years Mort grew the business into one of the most prominent high-rise
residential construction companies in the Midwest.

By the 1970’s Crane Construction employed more than 300 people, erecting some of the
most well-known buildings in Chicago and other major cities across the country including
Las Vegas, New Orleans and Detroit.
In 1979, Mort transitioned the business to his son Jeffrey D. Crane. Jeff, who earned both
a degree in civil engineering at the University of Illinois and an MBA from Northwestern
University, worked full time with his father while finishing business school. He started as
a Project Manager and later became General Superintendent of Field Operations before
taking over as President of Crane.
“I was always interested in construction. I consider myself one of the lucky guys that knew
what I wanted to do from a young age. I grew up in the construction business, I loved it and
it was important for me to participate in the family business and have it prosper after my
father retired.”
Jeff has fond memories of visiting job sites with his father, riding up outside hoists and
watching the construction process unfold. One project he remembers observing was a
candy manufacturing company that was going through a building addition. Fittingly, he went
on to oversee subsequent phases of that project years later.
For the next 15 years, Jeff led Crane, building hundreds of successful projects including
multi-family residential, large commercial office buildings as well as industrial developments
and hotels.
In 1995, Jeff decided to refocus the company, bringing on partners including Ralph Grande
to expand Crane’s capabilities. After decades of experience in the construction industry,
Jeff and Ralph wanted to create an environment that offered:
• Hands-on engagement of the principals with every project to ensure the highest levels
of experience, consistency and detail.
• A collaborative, team-oriented approach from the earliest stages of a project to
achieve the most efficient, cost-effective outcome for the client.
• Less bureaucracy which gives us the ability to be more agile and innovative,
guaranteeing an unmatched client experience that exceeds expectations and delivers
on commitments

FLIGHT CLUB | SOCIAL DARTS
Chicago, IL

THE PROJECT

Adam Breeden, the innovator behind a number of social entertainment bars in Britain/
the U.K. chose Chicago as the first U.S. location for its wildly successful Flight Club.
The concept offers an elevated pub and dining experience where playing a round of
darts is the main attraction for an afternoon or night out.
Crane was chosen to build a flagship location that not only brought the owner’s
vision to life from the designers’ renderings, but also to install the technological
components for the high-tech dartboard stations.

APPROACH

From pre-construction to launch, we collaborated with the owners, architects,
designers, and engineers throughout the entire project, from providing solutions that
saved on costs and space to sticking to realistic budgets.
By opening day, an uninhabited 15,000-square-foot raw industrial space in Chicago’s
Loop district was transformed into a modern, impeccably designed venue.

RESULTS

The interior was maximized by adding a second floor that doubled the square
footage, making room for an additional bar and playing area, without increasing
rental costs.
A total of 14 custom-built oches (rhymes with hockey) were added. These modern,
cutting-edge dartboard stations use innovative technology and high-speed cameras
that keep score electronically. Handcrafted leather roll-back booths were installed,
while custom-built tables provide spots for players to gather in between throws.
Other key design elements include C-shaped ring lights that float from the ceiling
and dim and move to music. Walls were transformed from stark drywall blocks to
purposely unfinished-looking raw, buffed concrete. Controllable lighting was also
added to reduce energy consumption and transferred into a
significant savings for the owner.

ACEBOUNCE – PING PONG SOCIAL
CLUB & RESTAURANT

Social entertainment innovator and entrepreneur Adam Breeden brought the first
part of his British enterprise to the US with AceBounce. Part buzzy bar, part pingpong lounge and a new spot for Chicagoans to socialize with a paddle in one hand
and a libation in the other.
Crane was selected to build the US flagship location in Chicago’s vibrant Loop
district, and create a relaxed and upbeat space in a rich, impeccably designed venue.

Approach

From pre-construction to opening, we tapped into our experience with unique, bespoke
concepts and expertise steering international teams through the local development
process.

By launch, Breeden’s vision was a reality. The 15,000 square-foot basement of a luxury

apartment building was reborn as a deluxe rec room for adults to nibble, sip and paddle
away a night with a group of friends or one-on-one for a casual date night.

Results

Open exposed ceilings give an industrial warehouse feel that’s juxtaposed against dark,

rich wood finishes and pops of cherry red and Brittania-inspired art pieces. Barely visible
patterns were etched into the walls, only seen to patrons once the UV lights go on,
offering an entirely new backdrop to play against.

A “one-off” Russell Sage design utilizing tile, iron and wood textures, along with visual
elements that bridge the venue’s London roots to its new Chicago home.

The space also includes a 47-foot timber bar area at its center, a restaurant area named
“1901” that seats 120 people, and rec rooms with 17 ping pong tables and space for

more than 500. The ping pong-themed bar and eatery also features a custom millwork
cladded staircase and state-of-the-art audio, visual and lighting controls.

HOUSE OF BLUES
DOWNTOWN DISNEY
Orlando, FL

Crane Construction worked with one of the
nation's premier live entertainment venues on
their out of the ground concept in Downtown
Disney. This 35,000 square foot project was
completed in 1997 and includes entertainment,
restaurant, and retail spaces creating a unique
themed environment. The highlight of the
venue,
an
expansive,
high-ceilinged
performance hall, incorporates interior accents
and craftsmanship which contribute to the
ambiance.

SIXTEEN, TRUMP INTERNATIONAL
TOWER AND HOTEL

Chicago, IL

Crane Construction oversaw the building of the Chicago
Trump International Tower and Hotel’s immaculately
designed, Michelin-rated restaurant, Sixteen. The 9,000
square foot restaurant, which sits on the sixteenth floor of
the 98-floor skyscraper, features 30-foot floor-to-ceiling
windows with spectacular views of Lake Michigan, the
Chicago River and the famed Wrigley Building Clock Tower.
Sixteen encompasses a number of exclusive design elements
including imported marble floor and wall slabs from Israel,
full glass-conditioned wine rooms, an illuminated yellow glass
ceiling, two floors of kitchen space, and two-story curved
wood paneling that extends over the dining area.

MASTRO’S RESTAURANTS
Crane Construction has worked in partnership with Mastro’s
Restaurants to bring their classic, sophisticated and distinctive design
concepts to life with Mastro’s Steakhouse in Chicago and Mastro’s
Ocean Club in Las Vegas.

MASTRO’S STEAKHOUSE Chicago, IL
This 15,000 square-foot, bi-level upscale steakhouse, located in
Chicago’s River North area, is Mastro’s first in the Midwest and
encompasses a classic yet opulent design. The restaurant features
rich, well-appointed details including gold-leafed ceilings, highend illuminated millwork wine displays, intelligent exterior lighting
systems and custom handcrafted exterior awnings and signage
forged from metal.

MASTRO’S OCEAN CLUB Las Vegas, NV
Constructed to resemble a sculptural tree house, Mastro’s Ocean
Club sits amidst the Shops at Crystals luxury retail collection on the
Las Vegas Strip. The 12,000-foot restaurant is built into an 80-foot
high woodworked lattice enclosure featuring illuminated mahoganybeamed ceilings and walls throughout, a stainless steel and glass
bar, and high-end custom millwork and floor
finishes. Additionally, as part of the project,
a second level was constructed within the
space as a way to double the square footage
of the restaurant.

FLEMING’S PRIME STEAKHOUSE
& WINE BAR
Chicago, IL

THE PROJECT

The restaurateurs behind Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar chose the heart of
the vibrant River North district and a stone’s throw from the Magnificent Mile for its
inaugural Chicago location.
Crane was selected to bring Fleming’s Chicago restaurant to life in a three-story
space from the ground up.

APPROACH

This out-of-the-ground project required 100-foot deep caissons and earth retention
techniques to build out the basement and a drive-thru valet zone through the
building’s ground floor. In addition, a custom built ComEd vault was installed on the
third floor.
Working to an accelerated 10-month schedule, we completed this project on time by
ensuring collaboration, open communication and meticulous project management
scheduling was deployed throughout the entire build.

RESULTS

The restaurants are known for their decadent yet comfortable feel, and we ensured
that was reflected in the two dining spaces and private dining halls. Two custom bars
were added for lighter dining and drinks, and wine display rooms.
Rounded edged lighting fixtures set the mood and create depth and softness. Highend millwork in deep, rich mahogany tones were added to increase the depth and
texture of the dining area. Plush leather booths were installed, making the venue feel
warm and intimate.

DINEAMIC GROUP

Prime & Provisions, Chicago, IL
The innovators behind the Dineamic Group’s collection of upscale restaurants
and lounges saw a diamond in the rough for its new steakhouse venture, Prime &
Provisions, at a former office space in downtown Chicago.

APPROACH

We collaborated with the design team and the founders’ vision to bring back a
traditional old-school supper club experience in a modern, relaxed backdrop.

RESULTS

At two floors and 15,000 square feet to work with, we built a cozy semi-private alcove
with plush banquet seating, a spacious main dining area for 180 guests, and a private
dining space with its own bar. Major structural work was implemented to the floors,
allowing them to hold the weight of the structural elements. An illuminated acrylic
ceiling was installed, adding ambience and warmth.

Siena Tavern, Chicago, IL
A rustic Italian market meets a contemporary dining and imbibing experience that
reflects Chicago’s busy River North food and nightlife scene.

APPROACH

The 10,000 square-foot space occupied a Class A building, which meant strict
scheduling requirements and guidelines. There was also inadequate routing in place
for the on-tap beverages, so we relied on creative, out-of-the box solutions with the
entire team to ensure the space was open on time.

RESULTS

Two bars were installed: an oval-shaped main bar speckled with soft drop-down
lighting fixtures, and an bar handcrafted out of airplane metal for semi-private dining
and enjoying cocktails on the second floor.
To make sure the liquids reached the steins and goblets, beer
and soda lines were manually installed through the parkade.
A canopy that appears to be floating through the glass facade
was added to the exterior and is both functional and striking to
look at for those passing by.

DINEAMIC GROUP

Barrio, Chicago, IL
Part nightclub, part restaurant and part bodega, the innovators at Dineamic turned to
Crane to bring their vision for this trifecta to life in the River North.

APPROACH

We teamed up with the designers and visionaries to not only merge the three separate
concepts into one cohesive space, but also to ensure consistency and detail were
unfolding through every step of construction.

RESULTS

Warm, dark sliding cabana-style doors and drop-lights fill the luxurious, private dining
area off the main dining room. A sanctioned off fully private bodega with plush ruby
red banquettes create richness and contrast. Massive beams were built into the
spacious main bar, emulating the sun’s rays. The back half functions as a nightclub,
which we outfitted with two DJ booths and acoustical sound proofing.

Bar Siena, Chicago, IL
A casual Italian cicchetti-style eatery and hip spot for drinks in Chicago’s West Loop
district.

APPROACH

We took over an existing two-story 8,000 square-foot building, which required moving
the stairs to a new spot to create an opening on the ground floor. This bridged the two
floors together, creating a unified space in a modern, relaxed backdrop.

RESULTS

A massive tree sculpture made of metal was installed into the opening and stretches
from the ground floor to the ceiling of the second floor. Hundreds of tiny white lights
on its trunk and branches fill the space with soft ambiance and a canopy of lights for
patrons to dine and drink under on the second floor. Exposed brick was manually
steamed to give it a soft, dusty finish, and a quick-service dessert
eatery was added to the exterior.

FRONTERA COCINA

Disney Springs Orlando, Fl

THE PROJECT

Author, Bravo Top Chef Master and Emmy-nominated culinary host Rick Bayless
chose Disney Springs as the new home of his Frontera Cocina venture. The Orlando
outpost added to his family off Mexican-inspired restaurants such as Topolobampo,
Xoco, Leña Brava and Cruz Blanca Brewery & Taquería.
We were entrusted with overseeing the construction that would bring the owner’s
vision to life and a slice of Mexico to the most magical place on earth.

APPROACH

To meet the seven-month build deadline, we relied on open communication,
collaboration and well-planned timelines with the architect, designers and a team at
Disney throughout the entire build.
By opening day, Disney Springs was home to a 10,000-square foot, waterfront,
contemporary Mexican restaurant filled with rich vibrant tones and bright hues
inspired by the distinct flavor of Mexican decor.

RESULTS

We were able to save $300k from the project costs by switching the original plan for
“real” wood beams to faux ones, and wood ceiling planks to panels that looked just
like their wood counterparts.
The exterior was inspired by 19th century Mexican architecture and features a
cantilever patio that hovers over water for al fresco dining.
The interior showcases colorful, light-filled, contemporary design and feels expansive
under 50-foot high wood-clad ceilings and beams. Vibrant color and elements that
both contrast and complement each other fill the space: from comfy banquettes in
bright orange to the royal blue lighting features that drop down
from the ceiling.

GIORDANO’S
FLAGSHIP RESTAURANT
Chicago, IL

THE PROJECT

A Chicago institution since 1974, Giordano’s is home to, what many say, the best,
deep-dish pie in the Windy City and the country.
From its humble beginning as a standalone pizza parlor in Chicago’s historic South
Side to its present-day 50-location empire, Crane were chosen to build a massive
flagship location in a 20,000 square-foot space near the Magnificent Mile.

APPROACH

The structural and mechanical infrastructure was separated from an existing adjacent
building, so we spread out the build over multiple phases, working in tandem with
the owner, designer, architect and engineer at all times. The build also included new
elevators, stairs and a loading dock for use by Giordano’s.
After 18 months of construction, Chicago was home to an elevated pizzeria experience.
Combining the laid-back atmosphere of an old-school pizza parlor but in a buzzing,
modern space.

RESULTS

The restaurant features three kitchens, an illuminated curved exterior canopy and an
illuminated feature stair. High windows offer natural light by day, while dropdown
lighting adds softness and atmosphere for across the floor for night.
Blending rustic Italian design with contemporary finishes,

exposed brick walls

bring old-world charm, while exposed ceilings, stained concrete floors and themed
concrete walls add freshness. Hints of red from the dining booths pop against the
elements of wood, metal and brick.

